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Enhancing the value of architectural heritage has
always represented the foundations of our mission,
which is, first of all, at the service of architecture.
A mission that has led us, after 125 years of history, to
become for all intents and purposes an international
reference point for the superintendences of the old and
new continent, up to the borders of Asia.
And it is precisely from our long history, which began in a small carpentry workshop to become a
major international company, that we have inherited and perfected the ability to design and build
fully customised door/window frames, the artistic sensitivity and the focus on detail, all cornerstone elements of the faithful reconstruction of
existing architecture and its total enhancement.
The constant search for solutions and materials and a
spirit dedicated to innovation and to overcoming all
limits have strengthened the ability to meet the requirements of the most stringent superintendences and of architects from all over the world, managing to not only
perfectly duplicate the profile of historical frames, but
also to implement them and fit them with the most modern technologies, improving their performance up to the
highest possible values, starting with energy efficiency.
This is how Capoferri, with the passion and creativity
that has always distinguished it, leads the built heritage
that has been assigned to it, both the more historical
heritage and the modern one, always with full respect
for the existing architecture, to a re-use in more contemporary terms with the addition of new functions,
new life cycles and new meanings, through conversions that are compatible with the needs and the sensitivity of contemporaneity.
Know-how, acquired day after day, challenge after
challenge, enriched by the skilful use of materials such
as wood, with which we have been working for over
100 years in all its essences, and bronze, which combines an ancient and modern taste at the same time,
thus finds its expression in all of Capoferri’s projects,
each one precious and unique.
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LA TRIENNALE DI MILANO
14 DECEMBER 2018 - 20 JANUARY 2019

Re-build in the built environment narrates four different types of
architecture, and, above all, four ways of doing architecture in relation to and in dialogue with built heritage. The project for the
Morgan Library of New York by Renzo Piano Building Workshop, just like the Terrazza della Triennale by OBR Paolo Brescia Tommaso Principi, the Gallerie d’Italia by aMDL Michele
De Lucchi and the Tempio Capitolino of Brescia represent four
different design approaches that aim at enhancing the value
of the existing heritage, its re-use in more modern terms with
the activation of new function or new life cycles, and the need
to take care of architectural details down to the smallest scale.
For approximately four weeks, re-build in the built environment
becomes a laboratory of knowledge and experimentation, with
two lessons, a round table discussion and the re-opening of the
three original windows, located in the hall, as per the original
project by Giovanni Muzio for the Palazzo della Triennale, as a
first small step towards the reinterpretation and return of the architectural structure to its original design, just like its author had
envisaged it back in 1933. Hence, the exhibition is also enriched
by a wonderful view onto the park and the Torre Branca, through
the three windows that represent the main starting point for the
beginning of the energy-related renovation project of the building.
Today, we can consider the growth phase of urban systems and
the consequent occupation of soil completed, an occupation that
has often led to shapeless conurbations and to a strong predominance of the urbanised system over the environmental one. During
the European year dedicated to Cultural Heritage, the exhibition
proposes a reflection on the built environment. All the directions
dictated in terms of growth and development by the European
Community’s programs – from Horizon 2020 to Europe 2020 - lead
to limiting or almost zeroing out any further occupation of soil,
encouraging instead those virtuous practices that revaluate that
which we have inherited and that is still available to us through
conversions that are compatible with contemporaneous needs and
sensibility. The built environment, both the historical type and
the more modern one, represents a rich base of opportunities with
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Edited by SIMONA GALATEO
which to experiment on topics that today are more most important for contemporary architecture. Recovery and re-use, as well
as environmental and energy-related issues, are developed through
the enhancement of the value of that which already exists, its reinterpretation and adaptation in order to welcome new functions, to
the (re)building of new meanings, including through the grafting
action. In this context, the term re-build is used as a synonym of
the more common term recycle, precisely to shift the focus from
the predominance of the value of the existing heritage, too often a
veritable hindrance to architectural and urban conversions, to the
values of design principles able to manipulate the building for the
institution of new life cycles and for energy efficiency improvement.
The emptiness – physical and sensorial – which, as a residue, has
been left in the passages of the dense and diffused city, has taken on
the value of primary resource with which to design new functions
capable of adapting and conforming to the needs, including those
of an environmental nature, which today we are all called on to deal
with in an urgent manner.
From the narrative to the architectural scale, which now
finds its own design strategies in both the reuse and in the grafting, we move on to the detail of the building which, in particular with regard to its doors and window frames, in all four cases, has been exclusively designed and tailored conceived with
the artisan’s almost ancestral vision – increasingly accustomed,
by now, to the scale of industrial-type production – and which
becomes the distinguishing element of the architectural language and of the shape of the building itself, both during recovery and reuse of historical buildings and during the grafting.
The skills of Capoferri, who wish consider themselves be advocates of the importance of enhancing the value and rebuilding new
meanings of the existing heritage, of crafting window/door frames
designed exclusively for each building and being able to renovate the
existing ones, bring to light the abilities of an artisanship that today,
thanks to the use of technologies, becomes above all a working and
procedural method during the design phase. The displayed objects are
small masterpieces of design, the result of nonstop experimentation
and of the custom-made approach that finds here an ideal showcase.

photo Delfino Sisto Legnani and Marco Cappelletti

Re-build in the
built environment
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TERRAZZA
TRIENNALE

Notes
Turn-key pavilion consisting of stainless steel
lift&slide windows and fixed partitions as well as
glazed roof and unique automated sliders.

Project OBR - Paolo Brescia e Tommaso Principi
Client Triennale di Milano Servizi
Location Milan, Italy
Year 2015

The pavilion project was developed for the EXPO
2015 to be temporarily placed on the terrace of
the Palazzo della Triennale. Giovanni Muzio’s
building was well suited to host a new grafting
on its extraordinary volume, and it is precisely
with this that the pavilion attempts to communicate in order to make its presence as harmonious
as possible with the surrounding context.
The pavilion reinterprets in a contemporary key
Le Corbusier’s concept of the plan libre, in order to create a simple, geometric and rational
volume, totally transparent and open outward.
Hence, the landscape represents, for all intents
and purposes, a veritable backdrop, an integral
and substantial part of the project, in a mutual
dialogue on one side facing Parco Sempione and
Milan’s renewed skyline, and on the other the
restaurant’s herb garden, designed by the landscape designer Antonio Perazzi.
Set back with respect to the portals of the historical façade, though maintaining its structural
step, the project focuses, with the same aesthetic
ambition, on the modular load-bearing system.
Thin load-bearing profiles made of steel and
finely drawn support the partially sliding windows, to allow an expansion in the restaurant
surface and ensure natural ventilation indoors.
The side windows, on the other hand, move
along parallel rails to open the kitchen space on
one side and the cocktail area on the other, thus
expanding the possible uses and facilitating interaction with the public.
Managed like a veritable bioclimatic greenhouse, the thermoregulation system of the indoor environment also relies on the presence
of a 400-square metre movable curtain that can
black out the roofing, which is also transparent.
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Details.
The pavilion was designed, built and installed
(structure and systems excluded) in just sixty
days, with the development of custom-made
technical solutions in order to combine the
technical-mechanical performance with the
design brief. In fact, the initial requests entailed
total load-bearing autonomy of the new volume
with respect to Muzio’ building. This is the reason why the structure rests on a platform, lined
with a wooden floating floor, that prevents damages to the existing lining of the terrace and is
also used to house the technical systems.
The light and modular structure is made of
stainless steel and consists of seven spans, for
a total length of thirty-three meters, a depth of
five meters and a total height of three meters.
The window frames were made with thermal
break using the smallest dimensions possible,
fifty-five millimeters thick, in keeping with the
lightness of language of the project. The mechanical devices of the side leaves, which lift
and slide, are completely recessed inside the
load-bearing structure. In this way, with the
leaves closed the windows appear to be fixed.
The head frames on the two short sides open
all the way by moving horizontally: an innovative solution never realized before that allows
the leaves to slide perpendicular to the window on the lower rail only (also recessed in the
floor) with no upper guide.
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The preservation
and enhancement
of the historical
and World Heritage.

The Capitolium, which dates back to 73 AD, was
the main temple of every Roman city. A symbol
of Rome’s culture, it welcomed the rites of the
cult of the Capitoline Triad, the main divinities of
the Latin pantheon (Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva).
The temple, located in the city of Brescia, today
represents the most important archaeological
complex and the best-preserved public building
of the Roman Empire in Northern Italy. In 2011,
UNESCO recognized it as a World Heritage Site.
The archaeological area, located in the heart of
the Lombard city, also features, in addition to the
temple, a Shrine, a theatre and a section of a historic decumanus, or main road, still paved. Inside
the complex, one can clearly read the different
phases of preservation and rebuilding undergone
by the site from the second century AD up to the
nineteenth century when, following the archaeological digs in the area, the Capitolium became
the home of the Patrio Museum, the first act in
establishing the museum vocation of the area, up
until the mid-1990s, when wall inserts were realized on the original stone facings by Botticino in
the colonnade in front of the temple.
In 2013, the archaeological area became part of
the museum system of Brescia, the temple having
been made accessible to the public and starting
point towards the longer itinerary that crosses
through the entire area. Inside, the temple still
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has the original parts of its decoration and of the
furnishings of the large cells. The floors are the
original ones, made of slabs of colored marble arranged so as to create geometric patterns. The
three large portals built to protect and close the
interior spaces of the temple represent well the
monumental nature of the place. Made entirely
of bronze, they reach a maximum height of eight
meters at the central entrance and four meters at
the two side entrances.
Details.
The building of the three portals required a tailor-made project – from the general design to the
handles, the pull-bars and the blocking devices
– to protect the existing building from overly aggressive anchoring and make it possible to enhance the historical relevance of the area.
The portals were designed to be supported on
four fixing points for the main portal and six
points for the two side entrances, in order to respect and safeguard the ancient artefact, without
drilling any holes in the floor. The main entrance
was conceived as a sort of reverse bow window,
placed on rubber supports so as to not be in direct contact with the original floors. In order to
guarantee optimal hygrometric conditions inside
the temples, the portals are equipped with automatic air intakes.

CAPITOLINO
TEMPLE

Project and Client
Brescia Municipality, Superintendence
for Environmental and Architectural wHeritage
Location Brescia, Italy
Year 2013
Notes
Bespoke bronze doors and partitions for main
entrance and vestibule.
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MORGAN LIBRARY
Project Renzo Piano Building Workshop
Client J.P. Morgan Library
Location Manhattan / NYC
Year 2006
Notes
Bespoke bronze doors and partitions for main
entrance and vestibule.

RPBW’s project for the Morgan Library is only
the last of the pieces that today make up this
magnificent library. At the request of its owner,
JP Morgan, the first volume was built in 1906
by the architect Charles McKim, in perfect late
neo-classical style, that which historians define
American Renaissance, and consisted of a study, a
library and an office for the librarians. Twenty
years later, JP Morgan Jr. entrusted the architect
Benjamin Morris with the expansion jobs, with
a new volume and the renovation of the existing
building, having decided to open the library to
the public. In 1988, the adjacent residence where
JP Morgan Jr. lived until his death was also added
to the complex. In the early 1990s, an internal
covered garden was built in order to connect all
the volumes one to the other and make it easier for visitors to enjoy the offered services. But
it was only with the intervention by RPBW that
the entire complex featuring an eclectic taste of
the Morgan Library found its own completion
and coherence, functional and spatial. Renzo Piano decided to work by safeguarding the existing
structure and embellishing it with the addition of
three volumes with the right dimensions and fea-

turing light and essential lines. These lines converge in a new central space located under street
level, at a depth of seventeen meters. A large central underground piazza, which allows the original buildings to communicate and interact, with
light shining through the large windows of the
new central entrance facing 5th Avenue. In this
way, without changing in any way the existing
volumes, the Morgan Library is enriched by new
functions that turn it into a veritable contemporary cultural hub: a café, a 300-seat auditorium, a
large exhibition space, new reading rooms, storage areas and areas dedicated to preserving the
valuable collection of historic books.
Details.
The new grafting of the Morgan Library was built
using steel and glass, so as to have large surfaces

that provide natural light to the underground areas of the library and to the adjacent rooms. The
main entrance looking onto 5th Avenue was designed in order to control the thermal dilations of
the thin load-bearing structure, which discharge
downward underneath the floor, and the wind
flow. The challenge was to realise the connection between the thermal-break access doors –
which would respect the thin lines of the architecture of the new volume and at the same time
would allow an upward thermal dilation, typical
of frames – and the load-bearing structure. The
solution entailed the custom design of entrances
and frames made of bronze with a Teflon insert
in order to allow the dilations of the load-bearing
structure and of the entrances to move according
to their own directions, without generating friction of any sort.
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D’ITALIA
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Project Michele De Lucchi aMDL
Client Intesa San Paolo
Location Milan, Italy
Year 2011
Notes
Custom-built armored windows and doors,
bronze windows, brass light fixtures, brass
bollards, easels from blackened brass for
paintings and Canova bas reliefs.

The Gallerie d’Italia are located inside four
buildings owned by Banca Intesa Sanpaolo,
designed between the end of the eighteenth
century and the early years of the twentieth
century by renowned Italian architects: Palazzo Anguissola Antona Traversi by Carlo Felice Soave (1778) and Luigi Canonica (1829),
Palazzo Brentani Greppi, by Luigi Canonica
(1829) and the Palace which is the headquarters of Banca Commerciale, by Luca Beltrami
(1911). The nineteenth century’s collection
is located in the f irst three buildings, while
the twentieth-century one is located in the
spaces of the Banca Commerciale’s building.
The project by Michele De Lucchi’s f irm
complements and enhances the value of Palazzo Anguissola, already renovated during
the 1990s, and proposes the renovation of the
historical headquarters of Banca Commerciale. The design of the exhibition itinerary
changes and interacts with the spaces of each
building, exalting the different ways of using
the building, which draws upon and modernize those of the periods during which the
buildings were built. In Palazzo Anguissola,
the decorations in the halls were so predominant to have dictated a display almost entirely independent from the walls, through the
use of bronze stands that support the works
of Francesco Hayez, Giovanni Migliara and
the collection of Canova’s plaster f igures.
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cessing the garden, which the palace shares
with Manzoni’s Home.
At the centre of the courtyard, there is a sculpture by Arnaldo Pomodoro, whilst the surrounding space protected by the windows hosts small
events and recreational activities organized by the
Gallerie and specifically dedicated to children.

Details.
The wooden frames were replaced starting
from a study of the existing ones, which allowed to reproduce frames featuring the exact
same shapes and dimensions as the existing
frames, also incorporating an armored system
designed to measure to prevent the works of
art present in the museum from being taken
outside.
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Moreover, the project attempts to maintain
a continuity in the visiting itineraries of the
spaces in the different buildings. For example, the closing of the colonnade of the square
courtyard turns it into a sort of a junction for
internal connections between the various halls
of the nineteenth-century galleries and for ac-
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The closing of the courtyard of Palazzo Anguissola, on the other hand, required the building of self-supporting elements in an attempt
to protect as much as possible the existing wall
facings of the columns. Each element consists
of a load-bearing structure made of bronze
pillars, and a see-through cladding, made of
bronze and glass, at times fixed and at times
openable with sills flush with the floor.
The design principle of structural autonomy
was followed for the design of the stands that
support the bas-reliefs by Canova. The stands
were designed by the architect Michele De
Lucchi. Each stand was designed to measure
for the bas-relief it was intended to support,
in order to comply with the dimensions and
support the weight. Made of iron and lined
with treated brass slabs, they are also equipped
with lamps that light up the works. Other lamp
stands were built to display the paintings by
Hayez and Migliara.
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LONDON, UK

THE PAINTED
HALL

Awards
RIBA London Award 2019
RIBA London Conservation Award 2019
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THE PAINTED
HALL
Project The Painted Hall Undercroft
Hugh Broughton Architects, London
Client Old Royal Naval College
Location London. Greenwich, UK
Year 2018

The Painted Hall at the Old Royal Naval College in Greenwich is sometimes described as
the “UK’s Sistine Chapel” and consists of an epic
18-th Century Masterpiece.
With a surface of 40.000 square feet it is one of
the most spectacular and impressive baroque
interiors in Europe, with its walls and ceilings
conceived and executed by British Artist Sir
James Thornbill between 1707 and 1726.
HBA’s work, which has won the RIBA London
Award 2019, has been praised by RIBA for “the
attention to detail and craftmanship (that) is
testament to a successful, collaborative relationship between client and architect.”
HBA turned to Capoferri to build the three partitions from true bronze that divide the Undercroft, with its gift shop, cafeteria and ticketing
counter from the entrance to the Main Hall.
The design intent asked for very slender profiles
in the tradition of the metal windows of the last
century.
The final result surprised even the Architects as
the profile size in their initial renders submitted
to the client were wider than those Capoferri
actually achieved, through careful engineering,
despite challenges as with the limited amount of
fixing points permitted to the shape of the existing columns of the historic structure into which
the partitions needed to be anchored.
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ISTANBUL, TURKEY

HASIP PAS,A
YALISI

Traditional Bosphorus feel
for a renewed Yali.
30
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HASIP PAS,A
YALISI
Project Capoferri
Client Undisclosed
Location Beylerbeyi, Istanbul
Year 2002-05
Notes
Custom designed sash windows, sliding sunbreakers, ventilated facade in wood, finecarving, built-in furniture, interior doors, parquet, interiors
project supervision, facade consultancy.

The Capoferri Contract Division, in collaboration with the local Landmarks Commission
helped to bring this traditional Bosphorus Yali
in Beylerbeyi, Istanbul back to life.
Originally built around 1850 by Architect Fossati, the all-wood building had been totally destroyed in a fire.
In order to maintain the original façade design,
Capoferri designed a ventilated façade, complete
with hung sash windows, entrances, sunbreaking
panels, copings, moldings, columns and parapets
- all milled from solid and laminated wood.
Being situated on the Bosphorus and thus
subject to a marine climate, the wood to be used
was carefully selected and only Canadian Red
Cedar was used; which in case of the façade had
to be strictly quarter-cut.
Capoferri also supplied all built-in furniture, the
handrails of the impressive main staircase as
well as artistic glazing, period furniture and interior doors. Stone works and parquet was provided by trusted partners of Capoferri.
Last but not least, the pool house, service building and the grand entrance gate have all been
provided by Capoferri.
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VENICE, ITALY

PRIVATE
RESIDENCE

Capoferri were asked to collaborate on the
renovation of a private residence in the historic
centre of Venice. The challenge was to provide
state-of-the-art wooden windows in line with
the architectural and decorative requirements,
adopting profiles that would seamlessly integrate with the pre-existing formal language
while providing the comfort and performance
of modern high-end windows.
The adopted finishes and details reinforce the flavour of a truly historic building without renounc-
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Project Capoferri
Client Undisclosed
Location Venice, Italy
Year 1995
Notes
Private villa in the historic centre of Venice, Italy.
Traditional style wood windows with typical
Venetian handblown Bullseye glass.

ing the features of modern window technology.
Doors and lower transoms were equipped with
a special bulkhead system that makes them
watertight during high water, which is a frequent phenomenon in Venice.
Handblown Bullseye glass in combination with
insulated glass units has been used to provide
the necessary thermal performance. The Bullseye glass units have been lead-soldered to a
slender openable frames to facilitate cleaning
of the insulated glass behind them.
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VICENZA, ITALY

VALDAGNO
FACTORY

The last century aesthetics
combined with modern performance.
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VALDAGNO
FACTORY
Project Undisclosed
Client Undisclosed
Location Valdagno Vicenza, Italy
Year 2017
Notes
Ferrofinestra Capoferri

As part of the requalification of this historic industrial plant in Valdagno near Vicenza, Capoferri’s new Ferrofinestra system found one of its
first applications.
This new line of products has been studied specifically for applications in historical contexts,
combining the aesthetics of the last century
with modern standards in terms of performance
and functionality.
Ferrofinestra Capoferri evokes the look of traditional steel windows crafted by artisans during
the 19th and the first half of the 20th century.
While traditional in appearance, these windows
come with many modern features like, e.g. multipoint locking hardware.
The thermal break has been fully integrated into
the window profile in order to reduce the dimensions of the frames, including those for the operable parts, while guaranteeing structural integrity and providing excellent performance values
when it comes to acoustic and thermal insulation
as well as resistance to air, water and wind.
The result is an unpretentious window, which
is functional and guarantees a high standard of
security – perfect for the requalification of an
old factory.
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Capoferri’s way
to High Value Renovation

Phase 2

STRATEGIC DISASSEMBLY

To honour the importance that renovation projects have for Capoferri, we have over the years developed
a case-by-case methodology which allows us to fully capture and respect the existing architecture for
each individual project. Thus we can enhance the heritage architecture that has been entrusted to us.

Phase 1
In-depth
Survey

Phase 2

Strategic
Disassembly

Phase 3

Architectural
Design

Phase 4

Construction
Engineering

Phase 5

Production
& Rrecovery

Once the “skin” of the frame has been analysed, we then look further into fundamental elements by
partially or totally disassembling some frames which are particularly significant and representative of
the work. We then examine the interface of the frames with the building, any existing sub-frames and
their mounting method, and the possibility to increase the space to place the new frame, which will be
redesigned to hold, e.g., better-performing glass and hardware. The frame itself will undergo an indepth analysis, where it will be carefully disassembled, analysed and catalogued in order to evaluate if
it can be fully or partially recovered.

Phase 6

Installation
with care

Phase 1

IN-DEPTH SURVEY

It all begins with an on-site inspection, involving a full team of expert craftsmen and architects in order
to complete a careful and in-depth analysis of every window that will be worked on. For each window we
then proceed to outline the existing shapes and profiles in order to reproduce them as closely as possible.
We use classic and modern tools: from comb to 3D scanners which allow us to produce extremely precise outlines of even the most complex geometry, both at the micro level on the individual shapes, and
on the macro level of the architectual interior. Everything is then supported by a historic and cultural
investigation of the local architecture of the time, in order to bring out the essential elements in the
context of how the piece was conceived and created.
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Phase 3

Phase 4

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

This is the heart of the project, where old and
new meet to produce a new creation, with
enriched and improved performance thanks
to the most modern technology, while faithfully respecting the lines and forms of the
existing frame. In this phase, after having
carefully classified and catalogued the existing frames, our architects, under the expert
guidance of the artistic director, redefine the
sections, knots and the method of connecting
the new frame to the existing building through
a sub-frame created ad hoc according to the
specific needs of the project. Here is where
we see the culmination of Capoferri's ability to bring together aesthetic sensitivity and
architectural taste by means of cutting-edge
technology and performance.

Everything is made in order to guarantee perfect
connection between all components, from the architectural design to the frame design, modelled
in 3D in all its parts: frame, mechanisms, connections. The thermal and mechanical performance
of the frame is simulated through cutting-edge
software for the validation of the project. This is
the expression of another point that makes Capoferri unique: the architects’ creativity and professionality flow into the product and process engineeering, to guarantee aesthetic results along
with the highest standards of quality.

1

Existing elevation

2

Proposed elevation

STATIC VERIFICATION OF THE CENTRAL MULLION OF A 2-LEAVED
CASEMENT WINDOW
Analysis criteria:
The scope of this analysis is the static verification of the central mullion of a wooden profile.
The profile is made from Glued Laminated Timber (mahogany), whose section and
dimensions are shown below.
The static verification refer to the Eurocode regulations.
The contribution of glass is neglected in the calculation.			
Graphic scheme/Detail of the profile:

3

Existing horizontal section
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Strenght checks at ultimate state
Bending check:
14,04 < fm,d = 19,20 MPa => Verified

4

Proposed horizontal section

Checks at serviceability state
Strain check:
22,33 < δmax,adm =>

29/05/2019
C:\Users\m.garancini\Desktop\Matteo Garancini\Trasmittanza termica\Serie SC80\Calcoli\Nodo Laterale SC80_mogano (magazine).flx

Verified
flixo pro 7.0.628.1
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Phase 5

Phase 6

PRODUCTION AND RECOVERY

INSTALLATION WITH CARE

From the design to the creation of the window. We
have two plants, dedicated respectively to wood and
to metal, which house some of the most innovative
machinery and technology: from 3D printers, to
laser and waterjet cutting machines, to multi-axis
stations custom-designed for semilaboured wood
projects. But today, it is still our expert craftsmen
who complete the work thanks to their know-how
and sensitivity, integrating where possible original
elements such as hinges, cremone bolts, lead glass,
decorative panels and more, and giving every frame
the authenticity and uniqueness that sets it apart.

The same care and attention to detail used in
all previous phases is also present in the final
phase of the process. And it is still our craftsmen, strong from long experience in their field
and able to preserve and fulfil the value built all
along the process, who fit the existing building
with the new frames, giving them new life. The
involvement of the craftsmen starting from the
planning stage, their formation, the preparation
of complete technical documentation to support
the fitting and on-site completion of necessary
touch-ups by the same expert hands that created
them, guarantee a perfect final product.
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CAPOFERRI.
ARCHITECTURAL
WINDOWS AND DOORS
SINCE 1894

Founded as a wood workshop in Adrara San
Martino back in 1894, Capoferri has grown over
the past century in dimension, competence, technical resources, as well as ambition, to become
the global player it is today.
Traditionally specialized in the design, engineering and production of windows and doors
- a segment which still represents our core business. Over time we have distinguished ourselves through our capacity to carry out projects of
any scale and genre, leading us to create our own
Contract Division, dedicated to providing an
all-embracing response to the requests of Architects and Designers. Today the company is led
by Sergio Capoferri and - representing the fifth
generation in the company - his sons Paolo, Francesco and Luca, have maintained the tradition of
keeping the company at the forefront of technological advances, merging artisan craftsmanship
with technological and organizational resources
on an industrial scale. With projects on virtually
every continent, Capoferri has proven its eclectic
technical and dynamic nature collaborating with
important international Architects such as Renzo Piano, Michele de Lucchi, David Chipperfield,
Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, and Antonio Citterio
& Partners, to name but a few.
124 years of constant research and updated
equipment, a high degree of professionalism,
and a solid artisan tradition, have transformed a
small workshop into an internationally recognized leader in its field.
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PLATHÉA IS A LINE OF WINDOWS MADE FROM SUPER-SLIM
PROFILES THAT CONFORMS TO THE MOST STRINGENT
MARKET STANDARDS WHEN IT COMES TO THERMAL INSULATION,
WIND LOADS, AND INSULATION FROM WATER INFILTRATION.

WIND CLASS C5
WATER 9A (600 PA)
AIR CLASS 4
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PLATHÉA FORGES THE REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN, AESTHETICS,
AND HIGH TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE INTO ONE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
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